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ESA Approves €14.4 B Funding

• Main funded project is Earth 
monitoring program, Copernicus

–     Sentinel satellites, 
–    CO2 monitoring (climate change)

• Collaboration with NASA on 
Artemis Moon landing & 
Gateway lunar orbiter

• One approved mission is Hera
–      Planetary defense mission
–      In concert with NASA's DART mission 
        to binary asteroid Didymos
•         this fires an impactor at the smaller
          asteroid "Didymos" to asses whether
          its trajectory is affected

–     Hera will follow up, checking any
         trajectory changes and assessing
         interior structure of asteroid
–       Dr Brian May is part of Hera project team



British engineers test Mars sample retrieval

• NASA's Mars 2020 rover
–     will launch July/Aug

–     land in Jezero Crater, Feb 2021

–     will deposit drilled cores
       in various caches

• ESA will land a rover in 
2026 to trundle around and collect these samples and 
return them to a NASA lander which will have the capability 
to launch to Martian orbit 

• ESA will have a vehicle in Martian orbit which will dock with 
the sample container then return it to Earth.

• Airbus in Stevenage hopes to win that contract and has 
begun testing a prototype collection rover      

–     Team is very well placed given its experience on ESA's ExoMars 
       Rosalind Franklin Rover



ESA exoplanet mission launched

• CHEOPS (launched Weds 18th Dec)

–   Characterizing Exoplanet Satellite
–     launched by Soyuz from Guiana

• Follow-up mission to previous 
exoplanet discovery missions

• Will concentrate on known 
exoplanets around bright stars

• Mass of these exoplanets will be 
measured by ground-based observatories

• CHEOPS will then measure the planet's density and 
hence its size

• Important to characterise exoplanets as rocky, ice giants 
or gas giants, as potential targets for future missions

–    sensitive enough to identify Earth sized worlds 



Two Resupply vessels arrive at ISS in two days

• Five spacecraft currently docked



All set for Boeing Starliner test launch to ISS

• Boeing's CST-100 Starliner 
  spacecraft is all set to launch on 
  Friday 20th Dec
–    unmanned test but an instrumented 
     humanoid dummy  "Rosie" is on board
–   also carrying 600 lbs of food, clothes, 
     equipment and Xmas presents

• Launch vehicle is a United Launch 
  Alliance Atlas 5     
–  last time an astronaut was launched by 
   an Atlas was in 1963, Faith 7, Mercury 
   capsule piloted by Gordon Cooper      

• Capsule will dock with ISS on Saturday morning and stay 
for a week



Blue Origin Launches New Shephard
• This was the 12th launch of the New 

Shephard booster (11th Dec)
–       6th time with this particular rocket
• 12th test of capsule that will carry fare 

paying passengers on sub-orbital trips 
into space

–      Capsule's name is RSS H.G.Wells
• Commerical Sub-orbital mission 

carrying  experimental payloads for 
customers including NASA & 
Columbia University, plus thousands 
of postcards for a children's 
educational program.

• Apogee achieved -105 K (65 miles)
• No firm date yet set for first manned 

flight, but expected in 2020 

• First flight of orbital launch vehicle 
New Glenn is planned for 2021

–        7 metre diameter, bigger than any existing
           launch vehicle
–        can take 45 metric tons to low Earth orbit



Space X News

• Dragon resupply vessel was launched to ISS earlier this 
month using brand new Falcon 9, which was recovered.

• Yesterday they launched a heavyweight telecomms satellite 
using a Falcon 9 that had flown twice before
• the 1st stage booster landed vertically on drone ship OCISLY

• the two fairing recovery boats narrowly missed catching the two 
fairings directly, but retrieved them from the sea

• They've deployed a new more powerful booster drone ship, 
called Just Read The Instructions!
• the fairing recovery ships are called Ms.Tree & Ms.Chief

• On 30th December they launch the next batch of 60 Starlink 
broadband satellites

• That will be their 14th mission of the year!



NASA completes build of first SLS

• SLS (Space Launch System)
is NASA's new giant launcher that
will take mankind back to the Moon 

• NASA Administrator Jim 
Bridenstine announced on 8th Dec
that the core stage has been 
completed at its Texas plant
• will be carried by barge to Cape Canaveral

• Tallest rocket ever built, 212 feet (65 metres or 20 storeys)

• Also most powerful, will hit Mach 23 before separating from 
Orion crew capsule

• First test of SLS is called Artemis 1 and will launch 
uncrewed Orion spacecraft round Moon in June 2020



NASA selects landing site for OSIRIS REx

• OSIRIS REx has been 
surveying potential landing 
sites at asteroid Bennu since
it arrived there Dec 2018
– much more difficult than 

envisaged as the asteroid is
littered with large boulders

• Sampling area identified is
one tenth as wide as that
planned as "safe"
‒ circular pit is16 metres across

‒ spacecraft is 6 metres across, tip to wingtip of its solar panels

• Spacecraft will extend sampling arm and descend for 
touch, grab & go to collect 60 grams of particles
• scheduled for Aug 2020 with return to earth in Sept 2023

 



'Nightingale' prime, 'Osprey' back-up

Asteroid Bennu is only 492 metres across and shaped like a spinning top



Foretaste of our Sun's eventual demise
• Our Sun is about halfway 

through its 10B year life
It will expand into a Red
Giant, swallowing Mercury,
Venus and probably Earth

• Then it will collapse into a 
White Dwarf

• Something like this has just been observed via VLT, Chile
• White Dwarf  2,000 LY away
• 30,000° K

• Surrounded by disc of material falling in to the star
• Material is atmosphere of an ice-giant planet, probably 

about Neptune size, being stripped from the planet by 
intense UV radiation
• 3,000 tonnes per second

• Jupiter etc will suffer similar fates, leaving rocky cores



Record sized black hole discovered

• Abell 85 is a galactic cluster
–     contains over 500 galaxies

–     700 M light years away

• Holm 15A is the central galaxy
and has a mass the equivalent 
of 2 trillion Suns

–     which indicated a very large
       central black hole

–     Studied by scientists using ESO's VLT

• The ultra massive black hole 
weighs in at 40 billion times mass of the Sun

–     the Milky Way's one (Sgr A*) is just 4 M

• Probably the result of many black hole mergers following 
galaxy collisions



What's Up!
For January 2020 



The January
 Night Sky

As at 10 p.m.
mid-month



Sun & Moon in January

• First Quarter   3rd

• Full Moon 10th

• Last Quarter 17th

• New Moon 24th

SunSun MoonMoon

1st Rise 08.06 11.38

Set 16.04 22.47

15th Rise 08.00 22.31

Set 16.24 11.12

31st Rise 07.42 10.33

Set 16.49 22.50



What’s Up - Planets

Mercury  
– Not visible until last week of Jan when it can be found very 
low in WSW about 40 mins after sunset

Venus
–A brilliant evening object shining at mag -3.9 in the South 
West. Getting higher as the month draws one and sets 3 or 
more hours after sunset all month.

Mars
– A low morning object at mag +1.6 in SE, the red planet 
improves as the month draws on, rising earlier and getting 
higher.



What’s Up - Planets

Jupiter
– The giant planet becomes a morning object, visible low 
in SE by month end. Reasonably bright at mag -1.7 

Saturn
– Not visible this month

Uranus 
– Now a very well placed evening object at mag +5.8,  

culminating at 49º due South about 19.30 hrs. 

Neptune
– An evening object in Aquarius in the SSW, but telescopic 
at mag +7.9



Phenomena in January
•2nd  Lunar X and V visible along the terminator this evening  

•3nd/4th   Maximum of Quadrantids meteor shower, theoretical
        max of 120 per hour. Best after Moon sets around 10pm

•7th  Moon lies within Hyades open cluster in Taurus  

•10th The Moon passes through the outer part of the Earth's 
shadow, resulting in a Penumbrial Eclipse (hardly noticeable). 

•18th Mars (mag +1.5) just 4.7o from Antares, (mag +1.0)

•23rd  The crescent Moon is just 3.3o from Jupiter low in dawn 
sky in SE, around 7.30 am

•26th  Comet C/2017 T2 Panstarrs passes Double Cluster in 
Perseus.  Around mag 10 it should be visible in binoculars 

•27th  Neptune sits very close to Venus, just 5' apart

•28th  Thin waxing crescent Moon will be about 6o from Venus, 
making a splendid sight in the evening sky. 



Meetings at Local Societies

• Guildford AS  Lecture Theatre L, Uni of Surrey 

– Thursday 2nd January, 7.30 p.m.

» Binary Stars

• Dr Robert Izzard
– University of Surrey, Dept of Astrophysics



Meetings at Local Societies

• Farnham AS Aldershot Cricket Club

–Tuesday 14th January, 7.45 p.m.

•   “ExoMars 2020 – the Hunt for Life on Mars”  

»        Prof. Andrew Coates 
•           UCL Dept. of Space & Climate Physics



Meetings at Local Societies

• Croydon AS  Royal Russell School, Coombe Lane, Croydon

–Friday 10th January, 19.45 hrs

• Hunting Outbursting Young Stars. 

–Dr Dirk Froebrich

» School of Physical Sciences, Uni of Kent

–Fridays 24th January, 19.45 hrs

• tba



Meetings at Local Societies

• Ewell AS Nonsuch High School for Girls, Cheam

–Friday 10th January, 19.45 hrs

• tba

–Sarah Hutton
» Ewell AS



University of Surrey

• Astronomy Evening• Department of Physics
–Wednesday 15th January

19.00 hrs 

–Lecture Theatre E

• Talk

–title & speaker tbc

• followed by Stargazing (if clear) 
– or

• Night Sky Talk

– Free event, but booking required, via web site
• https://www.surrey.ac.uk/department-physics/outreach/astronomy-evenings



Astronomy on TV

The Sky at Night

“A Beginner's Guide”

The team reveals how to enjoy the night sky wherever you 
are.  Pete Lawrence joins novice stargazers to discuss the 
best way to introduce newcomers. Chris Lintott marvels at 
the Moon through binoculars from a rooftop in Oxford.  
Maggie Aderin Pocock goes back to her childhood 
telescope-making class to talk essentials.  Curious about 
the night sky, or want to make the most of your new scope? 
Then this is the programme for you!

Sunday    12th January  BBC 4, 10.00 pm
Thursday     16th January BBC 4, 7.30 pm

for exact times please check www.radiotimes.com 
 or  www.bbc.co.uk/skyatnight




